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Introduction

Sandra Ramirez, an ED nurse with five years experience, dreads going to work. She feels drained, and she does not look forward to interacting with her peers or addressing health concerns of patients. She has to deal with intense trauma throughout each shift. Recently her Primary Care Provider has prescribed sleeping and anxiety medication to help her cope with job demands.

John Jackson, is a Hospice nurse that has been in the field 7 years. Colleagues have noted that he is irritable, complains of difficulty remaining asleep, and continually speaks about his work “bleeding” into his personal life. He often states that he would be better off being a store greeter, and his fellow nurses are beginning to agree with him. They do not appreciate the jokes he shares that focus on death and dying.

Janice Sparks, has worked as a nursing instructor for 20 years. Janice has a history of supporting students who have difficulty passing clinical courses, and she often finds herself with 10 clinical students with major needs. Many of the students look to Janice to help them solve both clinical and life problems. Janice does not want to turn the students away, yet she feels she does not have any more to give. She is becoming cynical as to student's progress and their potential to be good nurses. Janice believes it may be time to retire.

In all of the above cases, one may assume that the nurses are simply tired and need a rest. However, there is a pattern to their behavior that leads one to believe they are suffering from something greater than being tired or overwrought. The combined information lends one to think these instances reflect compassion fatigue.

What is Compassion Fatigue, and Why is It so Prevalent in Nursing?

Nursing is a profession that provides care to many. We interact in a caring way with clients, patients, family members and others who are suffering. Naturally empathetic, nurses as a whole engage in activities where we are continually exposed to the pain of others. This role is reinforced by societal and cultural expectations of nurses [1,2,3,4].

First identified by Carol Joinson [5], compassion fatigue was recognized among nurses in the Emergency Room. Nurses were worn down by the continued exposure to those in great pain, and some of these nurses had lost their “ability to nurture”. This dynamic is a cumulative process, and Compassion Fatigue is progressive if untreated [6].

This conceptualization was expanded upon by Charles Figley [7] when he deemed Compassion Fatigue as a secondary post-traumatic stress disorder. Similar to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, Figley noted caregivers are impacted by the stress of others rather than experiencing the stress first hand. Whether one significant traumatic event or continual exposure to a series of traumatic events occurs, changes in one's personality results. By looking at these proceedings, one can see that compassion and empathy felt for others creates a dynamic that can result into compassion fatigue.

Compassion Fatigue occurs in stages. Compassion discomfort is the hallmark of the first stage. It is here where the nurse may feel a temporary discomfort that may manifest as weariness, lack of enthusiasm and being distracted. This can usually be rectified with separation from work and increased rest [8].

If the situation is not addressed, compassion stress occurs. It is here where the nurse's stress level elevates, and their tolerance and endurance levels decrease. Irritability, difficulty concentrating and decreased performance are identifying variables at this stage [8].

If left uncared for, compassion fatigue is the result. It is in this third phase where nurses are no longer able to care for others. Apathy, poor judgement and the desire to leave their employment may be a few of the dynamics noted. The time frame in which these dynamics progress is individual in nature. When one reaches the stage where compassion fatigue is noted a variety of indicators are seen.

Signs and Symptoms

Signs and symptoms of compassion fatigue are multifaceted, and the final result is often compounded by the impact of these dynamics reinforcing the negative expressions of compassion fatigue. Physical symptoms may be difficult to directly link to compassion fatigue alone. Complaints such as a headache or gut-wrenching distress by themselves will not indicate compassion fatigue [9]. Therefore, it is important to address symptomatology as a pattern of outcomes that reflect this Secondary Stress Disorder.

Physiological symptoms of Compassion Fatigue can include being nervous or generally upset. One's pattern of sleep may be affected, and results of such can range anywhere from insomnia to excessive sleeping. Psychological factors may be noted as irritation or being extremely impatient with self, others and situations at large. Judgement and recall can also be negatively impacted [9]. Overall disinterest or malaise could be noted, with distancing from others or social events resulting [10]. In addition, separating oneself from spiritual supports often go along with these other dynamics [10].
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In turn, the consequences of these symptoms create a downward spiral that can be self-perpetuating. The result can be disinterest in the current employment or nursing in general. Ethical considerations might be compromised [11], and job performance could be diminished [10].

**Burnout**

Often confused with Compassion Fatigue, burnout is a condition evidenced by chronic stress. This condition results in physical and emotional exhaustion, detachment and belief that one is ineffective. Incivility, blurring of job requirements, continued unscheduled overtime, and lack of support are but a few of the dynamics that perpetuate burnout. Burnout has a slower manifestation than compassion fatigue, and the key phenomena are linked to occupational issues rather than the connection to specific individuals and their pain [12,13].

Common signs of burnout include cynicism, lack of motivation, lethargy, low productivity, and disenchantment with one's place of work. Abuse of chemical substances (use of illegal substances or misuse of legal and prescribed substances), changes in eating and sleeping patterns, and generalized symptoms of stress (e.g., headache, backache) are often noted [12].

(For a free screening tool for Compassion Fatigue and burnout, go to the Compassion Fatigue Project at: http://www.compassionfatigue.org/pages/selftest.html.)

**Burnout**

Compassion Satisfaction is the positive outcomes experienced by a nurse when helping others and creating a positive change in the world. It allows an individual to determine the degree in which they feel successful as nurses, and it also determines/is determined the level the individual believes they are supported by their colleagues [14,15].

Having compassion fatigue does not rule out the feeling of compassion satisfaction or vice versa. It has been shown that Compassion Fatigue and Compassion Satisfaction are inversely related [16]. Thus, increasing Compassion Satisfaction minimizes the potential for Compassion Fatigue. Just the fact that one is aware of such, provides the potential for self-help in relation to such.

**Proactive Interventions**

In addition to recognition of Compassion Fatigue, personal and situational dynamics of Compassion Fatigue, and the need to enhance Compassion Satisfaction, the nurse needs to find ways to increase work – life balance. Making the employment experience a part of one’s life instead of the life focus can do much to minimize the impact of secondary stress.

This balance can be accomplished in a variety of ways. Having interests outside of work is key, and self-care is paramount. Setting up “dates” with others to be socially active, is one way that a nurse can insert activity outside of work into their lives. (Having a committed event also decrease the potential that one will come up with reasons not to follow through on connecting with others.) When a nurse chooses this type of intervention, it is important to do something that is fun, rather than something that feels like a requirement or work.

If a nurse regenerates more when alone, reading, painting and other creative outlets can support self-care. Meditation, yoga, self-reflection and journaling can also be a positive means to get in touch with inner peace. Whatever one chooses, it is important that the activity enhances the nurse’s life, and it is pleasurable to them.

Group support can be a proactive measure for nurses. Having a journal club with articles addressing self-care, compassion fatigue, burnout and other related topics can provide education on the topic while offering an understanding that they are not alone with the feelings and experiences that are occurring. Being a part of a work support group, group counseling for health professionals, or any other group experience directed toward a safe outlet for feelings and mutual support system can provide perspective and understanding of the dynamics that are in play.

Employee Assistance Programs can also be a valuable resource for the nurse. Many times, one may not be aware of the underlying mechanics that are precipitating feelings and outcomes. Nurses do not have to be “Wonder Woman” or “Wonder Man” to be a success. Having someone to speak with about such feelings, in safe and confidential setting, may provide the insights on how to deal with work issues and work-life balance.

Knowing how to disconnect and relax can be a challenge for many. Promoting or using a relaxation center at work, meditating and taking mindfulness classes, exercising and being physically active, contemplation, and other relaxation activities (e.g., getting a massage or receiving a Reiki treatment) can serve to provide means to combat stress, Compassion Fatigue and burnout [17].

**Conclusion**

Nursing by its very definition is a caring profession. Knowing how to care for self when faced with stressors that are associated with Compassion Fatigue offers a means to support resiliency. With "sick patients" noted in healthcare environments, it is more important than ever for nurses to care for self. There are some strategies offered here that might support reduction in the potential for Compassion Fatigue. Feel free to use these and to come up with some other options on your own. Nurses are great caregivers, and it is important that self is included in those receiving care.
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